Formal Motions

1. Documents N1273, C++ Standard Core Language Defect Reports, Revision 15 and N1274, C++ Standard Core Language Closed Issues, Revision 15 should be adopted as the recommended handling of reported potential defects, part 1. The Project Editor is requested to accept as Defect Reports those items in N1273, the resolutions of which are as specified. The items in N1274 are closed with no further handling.

2. Documents N1271, C++ Standard Library Defect Report List (Revision 16) and N1270, C++ Standard Library Closed Issues List (Revision 16), should be adopted as the recommended handling of reported potential defects, part 2. The Project Editor is requested to accept as Defect Reports those items in N1271, the resolutions of which are as specified. The items in N1270 are closed with no further handling.

3. The Committee directs the Convener and the Project Editor to produce a Record of Response (RR) and a Technical Corrigendum (TC) to ISO/IEC 14882:1998 Programming Languages -- C++. The RR and the TC should be reviewed by a volunteer subcommittee, and upon their verification that the documents correspond to the specifications in documents N1273, N1274, N1270, and N1271, the Convener should forward the RR and TC to SC22 for official acceptance and publication.